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Abstract: Financial performance research with multi-criteria decision
making (MCDM) methods, is a common subject of study not only for
researchers in the finance literature, but also in the applied sciences.
Financial performance manifests itself in an internal universe that a firm can
directly control, while the share return of the same firm is shaped
synchronically in an external universe which cannot be controlled directly.
On the other hand, preferring the most suitable MCDM and weighting
method to use in measuring financial performance is often regarded as a
source of uncertainty. In this study, share price is used as an external proxy
and a tool for comparing MCDM methods, completely different from the
previously proposed approaches based on the superiority of internal features.
This study was conducted on 131 manufacturing companies in Borsa
Istanbul, covering entire 20-quarter period between 2014 and 2018. The
experimental findings of the study provides valid solutions for the MCDM and
weighting selection problem, that can be proposed as a practical and indirect
solution. The results show that preference ranking organization method for
enrichment of evaluations (PROMETHEE) method used with hybrid
weighting technique produced by far the best performance rankings in 19
out of 20 quarterly periods when compared to technique for order preference
by similarity to ideal solution (TOPSIS) and weighted sum approach (WSA).
Key words: Financial Performance, MCDM, Share Return, Spearman’s
Correlation Coefficient.
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1. Introduction
Performance measurement is vital for companies in order for them to make
rational financial decisions at the right time, in the modern competitive markets. The
multidimensional, complex and contradictory nature of financial performance, which
can be described as the determination of firm success, requires the use of MCDM
methods for measurement. MCDM provides simplicity and practicality in
performance evaluation by purely converting the performance to a single score with
the data consisting of multiple criteria. MCDM approaches summarize many aspects
of firm-related behavior, fluctuation and output in a single score. In addition,
performance measurement provides comparability with competitor companies, even
in the most complex scenarios. Thus, it can be said that MCDM has become a decision
support system that can help financial information users in making more
straightforward and accurate decisions in financial markets, when they are on the
verge of investing.
Literature demonstrates that there are more than 100 MCDM methods to assist
decision making processes (Danesh et al., 2017). Despite these benefits, there is still
no consensus on choosing the right method, for a specific real-life scenario. When
MCDM methods use the common decision matrix consisting of the same data, their
goals are essentially similar in terms of choosing the best alternative. In fact, many
MCDM types create similar rankings with significant correlation levels (Karaoğlan &
Şahin, 2018). However, different weighting methods based on a fixed MCDM are
more likely to create different rankings, whether they are objective or subjective.
Since different technical approaches and hypothetical limitations affect the ranking
results of the methods, this may affect the whole order, not just the best alternative.
This is a chronical and inherent problem in the MCDM paradigm as the optimal order
is essentially unknown.
In the uncertainty of the optimal, it can be said that the MCDM models which can
picture the goal-oriented actual life scenarios with a sound mathematical
background are more useful, practical, acceptable and reliable for decision makers.
As a quantitative comparison measure, correlation coefficient between the ranking
produced by MCDM methods and an independent proxy representing real life has not
discussed comprehensively in the literature. For this purpose, it would be useful to
analyze and conceptualize the proposal of this approach, specifically in financial
performance studies.
In this study, a comprehensive analysis will be made in order to test the novel
approach mentioned. At this research, financial performance will be measured at a
constantly developing market on the basis of 7 decision criteria for 131
manufacturing companies registered in Borsa Istanbul (BIST), in 20 quarters
between 2014 and 2018. In order to ensure comparability, 3 popular types of MCDM
will be used with 3 types of weighting method thoroughly used. The relationship
between the obtained MCDM ranking results and the simultaneous share-return
rankings will be analyzed with the Spearman correlation test.
In this regard, the aim of the study is to reveal the practicality of Rho correlation
coefficient in MCDM methods, which expresses the relationship level of the financial
performance of manufacturing firms measured by MCDM methods, with their reallife share returns as an indirect superiority criterion. Based on this criteria, the
hypotheses of the study are as follows:
H1: There is a relationship between financial performance measured by MCDM
and the share return of the respective firm.
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H2: In the given period, one MCDM method produces higher Rho coefficient than
another MCDM method.
H3: In the given period, one weighting technique produces higher Rho than
another technique.
These hypotheses could be regarded as an alternative and indirect solution to the
selection problem of MCDM methods and weighting techniques, which have been
studied in the literature for many years.

2. Literature
In line with the purpose of the study, the literature is divided into three segments
at this section. Studies on MCDM and weighting method selection, and research on
the measurement of financial performance with MCDM methods and comparing
ranking results with share returns were demonstrated, respectively. Finally,
although there is little research on the usability of Rho production capacity to classify
MCDM methods, the related literature will be examined.
2.1. MCDM and the Selection of Weighting Methods
There are many suggestions on which reference criteria should be selected for the
MCDM methods that can perfectly fit for the given real life problem. When the
approaches for the method selection in the literature are examined, it can be clearly
seen that the process of determining the strengths and weaknesses of the MCDM
methods to solve a specific problem is vital. It may be efficient to examine which
advantages and disadvantages are more common for each method and then explore
new methods that can effectively combine strengths while eliminating weaknesses
(Velasquez & Hester, 2013). On the other hand, comparative analyzes of the methods
show that none of the MCDM methods are regarded as perfect. Ideally and whenever
possible, more than one method should be applied to the same problem in order to
provide a more comprehensive result for the decision maker (Mulliner et al., 2016).
In addition, choosing a criterion weighting technique among the alternatives is a
problem that frequently arises in the MCDM methods. Obviously, criteria weighting
has a crucial role in obtaining accurate results (Olson, 2004). Weighting technique
selection, like MCDM selection, is also an important problem. Considering that the
weights of criteria can significantly affect the result, it is important to pay particular
attention to the objectivity factors of criteria weights in the decision-making process.
Subjective weighting methods are computationally convenient and more
understandable than objective weighting methods. Because, in objective methods,
information is derived from each criterion by adopting a mathematical function to
determine the weights without the input of the decision maker (Odu, 2019).
According to a research, the capacity of MCDM to represent real life scenarios
become more vital than ever, as these models can now be evaluated more with other
measures (Munier, 2006). Therefore, a rational MCDM should not only be based on
the internal hypothetical scenario, but also model the actual life explicitly. In other
words, a MCDM method which has a significant correlation with proxy actual life
rankings can be adopted in method selection, surely if the results are not
coincidental. This approach has been examined at previous studies in weighting for
different versions of a MCDM type (Yaakob et al., 2016).
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2.2. Financial Performance and an External Real Time Proxy on the Field of
MCDMs
Measuring financial performance, which should exceed the average human
memory and intelligence, with MCDM methods in a complex multi-criteria
environment, in order to help financial information users to make critical and more
appropriate decisions has gained intensity since the early 2000s. Ertuğrul and
Karakaşoğlu (2009) used a wide range of financial ratios to establish the
performance ranking of companies in the cement sector registered on Borsa
Istanbul. That study proposed a fuzzy TOPSIS-based model with fuzzy AHP in
financial performance evaluation. Yalçın et al. (2012) proposed an innovative
financial performance rating approach with using AHP-based TOPSIS and VIKOR
methods, which relies on accounting based financial performance (AFP) and valuebased financial performance (VFP), in order to generate rankings for the firms in the
manufacturing industry sub-sector in Turkey.
Comparing the financial performance ranking results of MCDM with a relevant
external ranking, such as share return, is useful for financial information users and
can be more helpful in their decisions. Özden et al. (2012) calculated the financial
performances of cement industry companies using VIKOR method. Whether there is
a relationship between the financial performance rankings and the stock returns of
these firms was calculated with the Sperman Rank Correlation coefficient. Öztürk
(2017) preferred PROMETHEE method at his study on BIST-50 Index companies in
order to generate performance scores. At that research, the relationship between the
performance scores for each year and the prices of the stocks were examined. Çalış
and Sakarya (2020) investigated the relationship between stock returns and
financial performance of banks operating in the BIST Banking Index, with the help of
PROMETHEE method. Analysis was performed utilizing the quarterly results of the
selected banks in Turkey. Spearman rank correlation test was applied to determine
whether there is a statistically significant relationship between stock returns and
financial performance.
2.3. The Usage of Correlation Coefficient between Financial Performance and
Share Return as a Benchmark to Compare MCDMs
After finding significant and strong relationships between financial performance
and stock return rankings obtained with MCDM, there are either no known studies or
arguably very limited number of research using this method in classifying
superiority of the models. However, the Spearman Rho coefficient, which expresses
the relationship between financial performance results and share return, can be used
to compare different MCDM models and weighting techniques.
A recent comparative study on specific TOPSIS types can be shown as an
ambiguous example (Yaakob et al., 2016). The financial performances of Kuala
Lumpur stock exchange companies were measured using the TOPSIS method, which
is one of the popular MCDM techniques. Along with classical TOPSIS, non-rule based
fuzzy TOPSIS approaches were also used. The relationship between the obtained
financial performance rankings and current share return rankings was investigated.
According to the study, there is a correlation between financial performance
rankings of TOPSIS and share return rankings. The study demonstrated the rationale
for comparing share return with financial performance in order to compare
benchmarking results, validate rankings, prove practicality and effectiveness, and
finally showcase the robustness of methods. Based on the power of the correlation
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coefficient, that study showed a significantly weaker performance compared to other
TOPSIS models proposed by classical TOPSIS.
In comparison to the current literature, the distinctive feature of this study is to
compare different MCDM methods comperehensively, in terms of data, number of
periods and methodological diversity. The usability of Rho will also be evaluated in
comparing the performance of MCDMs at this research.

3. Research Methodology
In this paper, financial performance measurement is used as a tool to compare
MCDM-based approaches. In the empirical study, three popular MCDMs and
weighting methods are used to measure the financial performance of manufacturing
companies, as seen in Table 1. In this section, the details of the proposed approach,
performance metrics, weighting criteria and MCDM methods are explored.
Table 1. Performance Criteria, Weighting and MCDM Methods Used in This Study
Weighting Methods
MCDM Methods
Criteria
Hybrid

TOPSIS

Altman-Z

Entropy

WSA

ROE & ROA & ROS

Equal Weigthing

PROMETHEE

MVA Margin & Spread
MV/BV

3.1. Comparison of MCDM and Weighting Methods for the Evaluation of
Companies
As mentioned in the literature, more than one criterion is required to evaluate the
performance of companies. In other words, no single criterion performs best overall.
Therefore, a comprehensive procedure is required in order to model firms'
performance as a MCDM problem. This study proposes a comparison process for
weighting methods using TOPSIS as a control element to compare the results of three
weighting methods as shown in Table 1. The reason for choosing TOPSIS here is that
it is a widely recognized and popular MCDM method. In weighting, again widely used
entropy weighting and equally weigthing methods were used, as well as hybrid
weighting technique as a suggestion.
The same weighting coefficients were used as a control variable to compare the
results of the three types of MCDM methods. This study proposes a comparative
evaluation process for MCDM methods based on identical weighting. The procedure
which is explained in section 3.1 applies here as well. But at this step, different types
of MCDMs will be compared. According to the rankings obtained using MCDM
methods based on Rho coefficient and share-returns, a method of choosing the most
suitable MCDM model will be proposed.
3.2. Performance Metrics and Preferred Statistical Measure
At this study seven performance metrics are chosen in order to evaluate financial
performance of the manufacturing companies with the help of MCDM, which are
Altman-Z score, ROE, ROA, ROS, MVA margin, MVA spread and MV/BV. These 7
criteria are all based on growth and will be explained below. In addition to these,
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Spearman's Rho correlation coefficient is also explained as a non-parametric rank
correlation measure.
3.2.1. Altman-Z Score
In financial performance practices, this classic criterion is frequently used for
evaluating the success, failure or risk of the companies. According to some studies,
Altman-Z score growth, which expresses the change in this ratio, is the ratio that best
represents shareholder value (Carton, 2004: 281). Altman-Z score is a multidirectional and powerful indicator that can demonstrate success, risk and share
return at the same time.Altman-Z score is a utility-based criterion, thus higher values
in this ratio are always desired.
3.2.2. Return on Equity
Return on equity (ROE) is defined as the ratio of net profit to equity, and it is a
classic criterion recommended for evaluating financial performance (Bodie et al.,
2003: 456). ROE growth is a utility-based criterion.
3.2.3. Return on Assets
Return on assets (ROA) is an indicator which shows the degree of efficiency in the
utilization of assets. It is a commonly used measure to evaluate financial
performance. ROA growth is also a benefit criterion (Bodie et al., 2003: 457).
3.2.4. Return on Sales
Return on sales (ROS) is a classic indicator commonly preferred to evaluate
financial performance, which is focusing on how efficient sales are made. ROS growth
is a utility-based criterion (Carton, 2004: 110).
3.2.5. Market Value Added Margin
Market Value Added (MVA) Margin is the ratio of MVA to sales. MVA is a classic
value-based measure for evaluating financial performance. MVA Margin is a
relatively new measure derived from the popular market value added ratio. MVA
margin growth is also a utility-based criterion (Stewart, 2013: 306).
3.2.6. Market Value Added Spread
Market Value Added (MVA) Spread is the ratio of MVA to invested capital. MVA is
a classic value-based measure for evaluating financial performance. MVA spread is an
old benchmark derived from market value added. MVA spread growth is a utility
criterion (Stewart, 2013: 306).
3.2.7. Market to Book Value Ratio
It is the ratio of market value to equity. In other words, it is the market value
which is created by the book value. According to the literature, MVA spread is an
improved version of market to book ratio, and these two ratios essentially serve the
same purpose (Stewart, 2013: 118). This ratio is similar to MVA derivatives and in
that sense can be regarded as a value-based ratio.
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Growth rates or rate of change is the equation best described as the change of
ratio according to the base period. The financial ratios used in the study and their
calculations are listed in Table 2 below.
Table 2. Calculation of the Financial Variables Used in this Study
Ratios
MVA Spread
MVA Margin
Market to Book
ROE

Formulas
(MV t) – (Inv. Cap. t-1) / Inv. Cap. t-1
(MVt - Inv. Cap. t-1) / Sales t-1
Market Value / Equity
Net Income t / Equity t-1

ROA
ROS
ALTMAN-Z

Net Income / Total Assets
Net Income / Net Sales
1.2 (Working Capital) + 1.4 (Retained
Earnings / Total Assets) + 3.3 (EBIT /
Total Assets) + 0.6 (Market Value of
Equity / Total Liabilities) + 1.0 (Sales /
Total Assets)
(Ending Stock Price – Initial Stock
Price) / Initial Stock Price

Share Return

References
Stewart (2013)
Stewart (2013)
Stewart (2013)
Damodaran
(2007)
Bodie et al. (2003)
Carton (2004)
Carton (2004)

Carton (2004)

3.2.8. Spearman’s (Rho) Rank Correlation Coefficient
Spearman's rank correlation is one of the most popular rank correlation
coefficient measures (Sałabun & Urbaniak, 2020). It is denoted by rs and calculated
by the following formula:

𝑟𝑠 = 1 −

6 ∑𝑑𝑖 2
𝑛 (𝑛2 −1)

(1)

In the formula above, di denotes the difference in paired rankings, and n denotes
the number of cases. The Spearman coefficient is interpreted as the percentage of
one variable's rank variance explained by the other variable. In this study,
conceptualizing the external proxy subject and analyzing it with different data is
highly regarded, in order to propose the Rho coefficient as a clear criterion.
Some studies suggest that a positive incremental change in financial performance
metrics should provide statistically significant increases for shareholders as a means
of adjusted return in the market. Previous work indicated that change scores could
be used instead of or in addition to static criteria. (Carton & Hofer, 2006: 235).
3.3. MCDM Methods
In order to avoid using a single method among many MCDM methods and to
obtain comparative evaluation results, three popular MCDM methods have been
chosen in this study TOPSIS, WSA, and PROMETHEE. TOPSIS was chosen because it is
the most widely recognized MCDM method in the utility theory school. PROMETHEE
is a widely used and popular MCDM method from the European transitional and
pairwise comparison school. WSA, on the other hand, was included in the
comparison because it is the simplest method to model daily life. TOPSIS vector
normalization differs in ranking production with assumptions of Euclidean distance
to ideal values. TOPSIS makes a preference that produces the best global benefit as
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the best alternative. PROMETHEE, on the other hand, differs in ranking production
with the preference functions it uses while relying on the advantages of alternatives
in pairwise comparison. Finally, in WSA there are no assumptions or limitations
other than the normalization.
3.3.1. Technique for Order Preference by Similarity to Ideal Solution
Technique for Order Preference by Similarity to Ideal Solution (TOPSIS) was
based on the logic of choosing the alternative with the most relative closeness to the
ideal alternative. The alternative chosen in this method is at the same time the
closest to the ideal solution and the furthest to the nonideal solution. The steps and
formulas of the method are as follows (Wang & Rangaiah, 2017: 561-562):
Step 1. Creating a normalized decision matrix:

𝐹𝑖𝑗 =

𝑓𝑖𝑗

(2)

2
√∑𝑚
𝑖=1 𝑓𝑖𝑗

Step 2. Obtaining the weighted normalized matrix:
(3)

𝑣𝑖𝑗 = 𝐹𝑖𝑗 × 𝑤𝑗

Step 3. Finding positive (A+) and negative (A–) ideal solutions:
At first, find the biggest value or in other words the best value of each objective to
maximize.

𝐴+ = {(𝑀𝑎𝑥𝑖 (𝑣𝑖𝑗 )│𝑗 ∈ 𝐽), (𝑀𝑖𝑛𝑖 (𝑣𝑖𝑗 )│𝑗 ∈ 𝐽′ )│𝑖 ∈ 1, 2, … , 𝑚}
= {𝑣1+ , 𝑣2+ , 𝑣3+ , … , 𝑣𝑗+ , … , 𝑣𝑛+ }

(4)

After, find the worst value of each objective, which can be find as the largest and
smallest value at the objective matrix for minimization and maximization objective,
respectively.

𝐴− = {(𝑀𝑖𝑛𝑖 (𝑣𝑖𝑗 )│𝑗 ∈ 𝐽), (𝑀𝑎𝑥𝑖 (𝑣𝑖𝑗 )│𝑗 ∈ 𝐽′ )│𝑖 ∈ 1, 2, … , 𝑚}
= {𝑣1− , 𝑣2− , 𝑣3− , … , 𝑣𝑗− , … , 𝑣𝑛− }

(5)

Step 4. Calculating distance values for positive and negative ideals
Distance to positive ideal:
2

𝑆𝑖+ = √∑𝑛𝑗=1(𝑣𝑖𝑗 − 𝑣𝑗+ )

𝑖 = 1, 2, 3, … , 𝑚

(6)

𝑖 = 1, 2, 3, … , 𝑚

(7)

Distance to negative ideal:
2

𝑆𝑖− = √∑𝑛𝑗=1(𝑣𝑖𝑗 − 𝑣𝑗− )

Step 5. Computing relative proximity to ideal solution:

𝐶𝑖 = 𝑆

𝑆𝑖−

𝑖− +𝑆𝑖+

(8)

The optimal solution having the largest Ci is the recommended solution.
In the decision problem, the most preferred alternatives will be obtained when
the values calculated by their proximity to the ideal solutions, which is mentioned in
the step above, are placed in a descending order for each alternative.
3.3.2. Weighted Sum Approach
Weighted sum approach (WSA) is a method that aims to determine the option
that provides the maximum benefit from the set of alternatives. This method is based
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on the calculation of the alternatives’ global utilitization value, via taking normalized
criterion weights into account. It basically consists of two stages. These are
normalization and determination of the total utility (Taşabat et al., 2015). It is the
closest and simplest method to the average daily life usage with few subjective
limitations. If the units of measure are different, the criteria values are normalized
and the total score of each alternative is obtained, after summing up according to the
criterion weight.
This method consists of the following two stages (Şen, 2014: 58):
Step 1. Normalization of values:
Normalization step is applied with the practice of the formula below.

𝑟𝑖𝑗 =

𝑦𝑖𝑗 −𝐷
𝐻𝑗 −𝐷𝑗

(9)

Here; i shows the order of the alternative, j designates the order of criterion, yij
refers to the original value of j criterion for the alternative i, Hj denotes the maximum
value of the j criterion which represents the ideal option, Dj signalizes the minimum
value of the j criterion, which represents the ideal option. Accordingly, the maximum
utility (Rij) is achieved when it is equal to 1, concurrently the minimum benefit is
achieved when it is 0.
Step 2. Calculation of the total benefit:
At this stage, the utility value of each alternative is calculated. This is found by
multiplying the normalized values with the specified criteria weights. With the
notion of k indicating the order of the criteria, the formula is as follows:
𝑢(𝑎𝑖 ) = ∑𝑘𝑗=1 𝑟𝑖𝑗 . 𝑣𝑗
(10)
After this stage, alternatives can be listed according to their utility values. The
most appropriate solution to the decision makers’ problem is the alternative with the
highest utility value. In cases where cost of the evaluations are made, reverse
operations should be performed in normalization and utility value calculations.
3.3.3. Preference Ranking Organization Method For Enrichment Of Evaluations
Preference Ranking Organization Method For Enrichment Of Evaluations II
(PROMETHEE II) aims to provide a complete ranking of a finite set of viable
alternatives, from best to worst. This method is essential for applying other
PROMETHEE methods, and most researchers have generally resorted to this version
of the PROMETHEE.
The basic principle of PROMETHEE II relies on binary comparison of the
alternatives across their recognized criterion. Alternatives are evaluated according
to different criteria that need to be maximized or minimized. The application of
PROMETHEE II requires two additional types of information. These are criteria
weighting and preference function selection, which are left to the user's discretion.
For each criterion, the preference function distinguishes the difference between the
evaluations obtained by the two alternatives into a degree of preference ranking
from zero to one.
Six basic types are recommended in order to facilitate the selection of a particular
preference function: (1) general criterion, (2) U-shape criterion, (3) V-shape
criterion, (4) level criterion, (5) V-shape and (6) Gaussian criterion. These six types
are particularly easy to identify. For each criterion; an indifference threshold (q),
value of a strict preference threshold (p), and value of an intermediate value (s)
between indifference and strict preference treshold must be fixed. In any case, these
parameters have vital significance for the decision maker. PROMETHEE II with the
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first type as the preference function is used in this study. The stepwise procedure for
PROMETHEE II is as follows (Behzadian et al., 2010: 199):
Step 1. Determine the deviations according to pair-wise comparisons:
𝑑𝑗 (𝑎, 𝑏) = 𝑔𝑗 (𝑎) − 𝑔𝑗 (𝑏)
(11)
Here dj (a, b) shows the difference between a and b evaluations for each criterion.
Step 2. Implementation of the preference function:
𝑃𝑗 (𝑎, 𝑏) = 𝐹𝑗 [𝑑𝑗 (𝑎, 𝑏)]
𝑗 = 1, … , 𝑘
(12)
Here Pj (a, b) demonstrates the election of a in respect to b for each criterion, as a
function of dj (a, b).
Step 3. Calculation of a preference index:
∀ 𝑎, 𝑏 ∈ 𝐴, 𝜋(𝑎, 𝑏) = ∑𝑘𝑗=1 𝑃𝑗 (𝑎, 𝑏)𝑤𝑗
(13)
Here, preference indices are determined for each alternative pair. The weighted
sum for each criterion is defined as π (a, b) and the weight associated with the jth
criterion is denoted as wj.
Step 4. Calculation of transition flows:
1

(14)

1

(15)

𝜙 + (𝑎) = 𝑛−1 ∑𝑥∈𝐴 𝜋(𝑎, 𝑥)
𝜙 − (𝑎) = 𝑛−1 ∑𝑥∈𝐴 𝜋(𝑥, 𝑎)

Here ϕ+(a) and ϕ-(a) indicate the positive outranking flow and negative
outranking flow for each alternative, respectively.
Step 5. Calculation of net outranking flow:
𝜙(𝑎) = 𝜙 + (𝑎) − 𝜙 − (𝑎)
(16)
Here ϕ(a) expresses the net outranking flow for each alternative.
The procedure is initiated in order to determine deviations based on binary
comparisons. Procedure follows this by using a corresponding preference function
for each criterion at step 2, calculating the overall preference index at step 3, and
calculating the positive and negative transition flows for each alternative at step 4.
Finally, the procedure ends with the calculation of the net outranking flow for each
alternative and the complete ranking.
3.4. Weighting Methods
Weighting methods are important in choosing the best alternative and also
influencing the ranking. Three weighting methods were chosen in this study.
Entropy, which is a popular method among MCDM studies, was chosen as the
objective weighting method. Yet again, a common equal weighting and hybrid
weighting methods are proposed.
3.4.1. Equally Weighting Technique (Mean Weight Method)
It is a technique based on equally weighting of criteria, with the assumption that
all criteria used in comparing the performance of alternatives are of equal
importance. In order to better observe the importance of criterion weights among
MCDM methods, the differences between the results obtained by using other
weighting methods can be revealed by regarding the equally weighted criteria as the
control group (Şen, 2014: 77). This technique can be used in cases where sufficient
knowledge and expert opinion are not available in determining the importance of the
criteria. It is one of the widely used and recognized techniques. To better illustrate
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this technique, in the assumption of 8 criteria, the significance level of each criterion
weight is determined as 0.125, considering the fact that the criteria weights are equal
to each other.
3.4.2. Entropy Weighting Technique
Many objective weighting techniques have been proposed by researchers in
recent years. One of the most popular among them is the Entropy technique. The
method is built on the concept of entropy, which is defined by Shannon (1948) as the
measure of uncertainty. In information theory, entropy is a criterion for the measure
of uncertainty given by the discrete probability distribution. The higher the
uncertainty in the data group the higher the entropy value will get. If we have a
decision matrix that contains a certain amount of information for alternatives, the
entropy method is a tool that can be used to determine the importance ranking of the
criteria, in other words the weighting values. It can be said that information value
will be higher if the information required in the distribution of decision criteria is
less likely, on the contrary information value will be lower if it is highly probable.
According to literature, the technique is mathematically formulated as follows (Alp et
al., 2015: 69).
Step 1. Normalization of the evaluation index:
𝑥𝑖𝑗

(17)

rij=∑

𝑗 𝑥𝑖𝑗

Step 2. Calculation of the measure of entropy for every index:

ej= -k ∑𝑛𝑗=1 𝑟𝑖𝑗 ln(𝑟𝑖𝑗 )

(18)

Step 3. Defining the measure of weigthing for each criteria:

wij = ∑𝑛

1−𝑒𝑗

𝑡=1(1−𝑒𝑗 )

(19)

3.4.3. Hybrid Weighting
The scoring technique, which is regarded as one of the simplest and basic among
subjective criteria weighting techniques, is based on the point allocation approach. In
this technique, decision makers are expected to estimate weights based on a
previously defined numerical range. The scoring technique begins by assigning an
arbitrary score to the most important criterion. To exemplify, a score out of 100 is
assigned to the most important criterion, and thereafter lower scores are given to the
less important criteria in the ranking, proportionately. This process continues until
the least important criterion is scored (Şen, 2014: 78).
The decision makers can prefer equal weighting or subjectively assigning
different values to the criteria that make up the problem, based on their own
initiatives (Kirkwood, 1997: 59). The decision makers can also give a direct weight
value in the subjective weighting. Ultimately, the selection of weights is based on the
assumption that the importance of one criterion is more important than another
criterion, for the users of the system in question (Gade & Osuri, 2014: 51).
In hybrid weighting, weights were given by direct scoring for the top two criteria,
using the expert opinion. The lower 7 criteria were equally weighted by the weight of
the group, as there were not enough expert knowledge on change ratios and MVA
margin. For the top two criteria in the hybrid method, weighting is determined for
VFP group as 71% while for AFP group as 29%, based on the average of previous
studies in the literature (Yalçın et al., 2012; Alvandi et al., 2013; Esbouei et al., 2014;
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Ghadikolaei et al., 2014; Ünlü et al., 2017). Since the sub-criteria were equally
weighted, weighting for each member of the three VFP groups was determined as
23.7%, while for each member of the four AFP groups was designated as 7.3%.
Hybrid method was approached as an alternative to equally weighting, because while
there is sufficient information about the upper criteria, there is not enough expert
knowledge about some sub criteria. In addition, hybrid method is proposed as a
partial subjective technique.

4. Application
In this section, the application and the results of MCDM-based evaluation method
in this study will be presented. First, the data set will be explained briefly, thereafter
the experimental process will be expressed, and finally the results and discussion of
this research will be discussed.
4.1. Experimental Design
In accordance with the aim of this study, 131 manufacturing firms in Turkey was
selected as decision alternatives, and seven different ratio values of these companies
is selected as decision criterion, in order to measure the financial performance of
BIST companies with MCDM methods. The period of the study consists of 20 quarter
periods between 2014-2018. The performance metrics for each period was
calculated separately. First of all, three different TOPSIS-based weighting methods
was used for each period in order to determine the effect of criterion weights.
Afterwards, the Rho coefficients for each period was obtained by comparing the
MCDM results with the stock return rankings. Weighting models was ranked
according to the average Rho coefficient they produce, and the most suitable
weighting model was selected. On the other hand, this chosen best weighting method
was used as the fixed weight method in the selection of MCDM methods in the next
step. According to the results of the MCDM method, the one which produces the
highest average Rho coefficient was selected as the most suitable MCDM method.
Experimental process is as follows:
Step 1. Preparing a data matrix: FINNET software was used in order to obtain
ratios and stock returns, which are regarded as financial performance indicators of
firms. The obtained data was integrated into the decision matrix to calculate MCDMs.
Step 2. Weighting calculation: Three different weighting results are obtained by
applying equal weighting, entropy and hybrid methods. While quarterly entropy
weights produced different results for each quarter, fixed weight values were used in
all periods for entropy values and other weighting methods. Equal weighting method
was used primarily because sufficient subjective expert opinion on some criteria and
change values could not be obtained. In the hybrid method, which is based on point
allocation and equal weighting, in order to develop an alternative in comparison, the
weight value was directly given to the criteria, as there was sufficient information
about the top two main criteria. In the sub-criteria, because sufficient subjective
expert opinion on some criteria and change values could not be obtained, equal
weighting is preferred. Thus, three different weighting methods were obtained:
partial subjective, objective and non-judgmental.
Step 3. Calculation of MCDMs: A total of 60 different MCDM results were obtained
for 3 different MCDMs of 131 companies in 20 periods. Adding the TOPSIS results
calculated in the weighting, a total of 100 different MCDM calculations were made. In
other words, a company's MCDM was calculated 100 times. Just for this reason alone,
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the research has a comprehensive scope that has not been seen generally in previous
MCDM studies. SANNA excel extension was preferred to perform MCDM calculations.
This program can analyze very large problems for decision makers in a very short
time with various methods (Jablonsky, 2014). For PROMETHEE, the general
preference function was used.
Step 4. Evaluation of MCDM ranking results: Periodic stock return rankings that
occur simultaneously with MCDM rankings have been subjected to Spearman
correlation analysis, in order to better understand and pinpoint MCDMs in terms of
producing superior results. This analysis was made in the Minitab software.
Step 5. Use of Rho correlation results as a superiority function in MCDM methods:
Both MCDMs and weighting methods are listed according to the 20-period average
Rho produced by MCDMs. The method with the best average has been recommended
to its decision maker.
4.2. Findings and Results
Undoubtedly, the weighting process has a vital place in MCDM theory. It is a
classic and popular problem whether subjective or objective methods should be
preferred in the weighting phase. These preferences are mostly left to the initiative
of the decision maker who can surely involve in the process and consequently settle
on a method. However, when decision maker chooses a subjective method, he or she
has to seek expert opinion. Thus, the choice of weighting method in the MCDM
procedure continues to be a concern for decision makers. In this study, using share
price as a proxy of financial performance indicator, weighting method selection
becomes more practical and accessible.
Many studies consider end year financial statement data to represent that year.
However, these results may also be effected by the cumulative actions of previous
years. To bypass this type of unseen outcomes and reach genuine financial values for
each year, performance change value can be taken. While the previous literature
used static values to be used in the MCDM matrix, this study used the difference
between two time periods as a performance indicator. With this method, the
performance indicator used can better represent the whole time frame.
This study focused on a comparison over the relative value and result created by
MCDM methods, while the previous financial performance literature compared
MCDM methods with an evaluation based on capacity and ability. Correlation values
created by each MCDM method as regards to the share returns are taken into account
as results.
As seen on Table 3, weighting types with a fixed MCDM (TOPSIS) are compared
according to the Rho coefficients they produce. According to the results based on the
weighting method that yields the best, the hybrid weighting method was suggested
by this study. The method suggested in this study, predominantly provided the best
significant correlation results. Two outcomes can be derived from these findings:
firstly, the probability of obtaining correct results with the right experts is high;
secondly the subjective evaluation of the top two criteria is easier and more
verifiable than the bottom seven criteria. Sub-criteria may be risky since there are
more sub-criteria then main criteria. If decision makers are not confident enough in
expert opinion, they can use the Entropy weighting method. According to the
findings of this study, long term (20 months) fixed weight value in entropy method is
more efficient than short term (3 months) variable weight values. In terms of
efficiency, there is an equal weighting method which is positioned almost in the
middle of these two weighting methods. Therefore, the following can be said for
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weighting methods: The efficiency potential and risk of subjective weighting is high.
Users can choose the weighting combination that can give the highest Rho with
sensitivity analysis. But from there on, they must obtain an order provided they
model the results.
Table 3. Rho coefficients of TOPSIS rankings with Share Return rankings
according to different weighting types
Equal
Weighted
Q1 2014
Q2 2014
Q3 2014
Q4 2014
Q1 2015
Q2 2015
Q3 2015
Q4 2015
Q1 2016
Q2 2016
Q3 2016
Q4 2016
Q1 2017
Q2 2017
Q3 2017
Q4 2017
Q1 2018
Q2 2018
Q3 2018
Q4 2018
p= 0,000

0.409
0.501
0.606
0.565
0.50
0.449
0.19
0.485
0.351
0.50
0.632
0.548
0.368
0.554
0.565
0.479
0.436
0.384
0.654
0.562

Entropy 3Month
Periods
0.309
0.545
0.695
0.734
0.458
0.584
0.047
0.18
0.069
0.20
0.714
0.766
0.507
0.531
0.324
0.593
0.478
0.30
0.589
0.269

Entropy 20Month Period

Hybrid

0.392
0.591
0.668
0.595
0.48
0.475
0.217
0.52
0.356
0.59
0.699
0.640
0.381
0.591
0.616
0.506
0.469
0.37
0.637
0.572

0.407
0.757
0.777
0.667
0.609
0.581
0.493
0.594
0.557
0.747
0.777
0.757
0.665
0.779
0.719
0.462
0.635
0.40
0.414
0.611

Table 4 shows the superiority of hybrid weighting method, whose standard
deviation is lower and the Rho production is higher than alternatives. Hybrid method
can be recommended to researchers because it has a more efficient and stable
structure. In this respect, hybrid method is chosen as the weighing method at this
study.

Table 4. Rho coefficients of Weighting Methods with Share Return rankings
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Weighting Method
Hybrid

Ranking
1

Mean
Rho.
0.6204

Pairwise Comparison
14 times best ranking

St. Dev.

Entropy 20-Month
Period

2

0.5182

-

0.2145

0.1075
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Equally Weighted

3

0.4869

2 times second ranking

0.1220

Entropy 3-Month
Periods
p= 0,000

4

0.4460

4 times best ranking

0.1277

Figure 1 indicates the precedence of hybrid weighting method, when it comes to
producing significantly higher Rho compared to other methods. The exception is the
3rd quarter of 2018. It is striking that the sector's average return on shares is 0.0136, when economic volatility is in effect after a relatively long period of stability.
Hybrid method showed the poorest performance only in this period.
Equal

Entropy (variable values)

Entropy (fixed value)

Hybrid

0.8
0.6
0.4
0.2

2018/12

2018/09

2018/06

2018/03

2017/12

2017/09

2017/06

2016/12

2017/03

2016/06

2016/09

2016/03

2014/03
2014/06
2014/09
2014/12
2015/03
2015/06
2015/09
2015/12

0

Figure 1. 3-D Line Chart Graph Showing Rho Coefficient Rankings of TOPSIS with
Share Return Rankings According to Weighting Methods.
According to Table 5 below, among the three MCDM methods that are analyzed
above, PROMETHEE method can be suggested to decision makers who wants to
measure financial performance, as it clearly generates the highest rankings in both
Spearman’s Rho and Kendall’s Tau.
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Table 5. Spearman’s Rho and Kendall’s Tau coefficients of different MCDM
Rankings with Share Return rankings
MCDM
Sprmn Sprmn St.
Ranking
Pairwise Comparison
Methods
Mean
Dev.
PROMETHEE
1
0.7128
0.1022 19 best ranking
TOPSIS
2
0.6320
0.1274 11 second ranking, 9 third ranking
WSA
3
0.5973
0.1366 1 best ranking, 8 second ranking, 10
third ranking
MCDM
K. Tau K. Tau
Ranking
Pairwise Comparison
Methods
Mean
St. Dev.
PROMETHEE
1
0.5209 0.0889 19 best ranking
TOPSIS
2
0.4583 0.1032 1 best ranking, 11 second ranking
WSA
3
0.4245 0.1236 12 second ranking, 8 third ranking
As seen in the Table 6 below, different MCDM types were compared according to
the Rho coefficient they produced, provided that the most efficient hybrid method
was used in weighting. According to the findings, the MCDM method that dominantly
gives the best results is the PROMETHEE method.
Table 6. Rho coefficients of different MCDM rankings with Share Return rankings
TOPSIS
WSA
PROMETHEE
March 2014

0.407

0.302

0.449

June 2014

0.757

0.672

0.808

September 2014

0.778

0.779

0.787

December 2014

0.667

0.703

0.792

March 2015

0.609

0.473

0.681

June 2015

0.581

0.508

0.710

September 2015

0.493

0.256*

0.654

December 2015

0.594

0.447

0.65

March 2016

0.557

0.390

0.632

June 2016

0.747

0.749

0.777

September 2016

0.777

0.787

0.851

December 2016

0.758

0.735

0.811

March 2017

0.665

0.579

0.668

June 2017

0.779

0.723

0.79

September 2017

0.719

0.721

0.785

December 2017

0.462

0.512

0.665

March 2018

0.635

0.571

0.684

June 2018

0.405

0.493

0.490

September 2018

0.414

0.609

0.629

December 2018
0.611
0.612
*p= 0,003.
** for the remaining coefficients of the table, p= 0,000.

0.681
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PROMETHEE produced the best results in 19 pairwise comparisons and came
second only in one comparison. This method also produces best outcomes in terms
of Rho means. It can be said that TOPSIS performs slightly better than WSA in Rho
means. In addition, at pairwise comparison, it can be said that WSA is similar to
TOPSIS.
Compared to previous studies, these results which cover 20 quarters are not
random. The results explicitly show that PROMETHEE produces the best Rho as a
MCDM method. The findings of this research can give an idea about the success of
PROMETHEE, which is based on binary comparison, does not include traditional
normalization, and uses simple preference functions as 0 and 1.
It has been determined that PROMETHEE is a more efficient MCDM model
compared to other alternatives in modeling real life scenarios, as shown in Figure 2.
The results of this financial performance measurement study are in line with some
previous research which states that MCDM methods like PROMETHEE that perform
paired comparison in scoring are better and more suitable than others (Kou et al.,
2020). This study does not indicate which MCDM model is the best, but simply offers
a benchmark that paves the way for it. PROMETHEE is found to be the most suitable
MCDM method among 3 alternative MCDMs, in the limitations and conditions of this
study.

MCDM Performance
WSA

PROMETHEE

2018/12

2018/09

2018/06

2018/03

2017/12

2017/09

2017/06

2017/03

2016/12

2016/09

2016/06

2016/03

2015/12

2015/09

2015/06

2015/03

2014/12

2014/09

2014/06

0.9
0.8
0.7
0.6
0.5
0.4
0.3
0.2
0.1
0

2014/03

RHO

TOPSIS

PERIOD

Figure 2. Line Graph showing the Rho coefficient rankings of TOPSIS with Share
Return Rankings According to MCDM Methods.
According to Table 7, companies that rank first as regards to the order generated
by PROMETHEE are different from other methods, in most cases. TOPSIS and WSA
produced generally harmonious first alternatives. The main purpose of MCDM
methods is to choose the best alternative. In this case, the ranking produced by
PROMETHEE, which shows the best performance in 19 periods, can be accepted as
the reference. The only exceptional period is the second quarter of 2018, where WSA
is more successful among others.
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Table 7. Top Performer Companies According to Different MCDMs
TOPSIS
WSA
PROMETHEE
March 2014
GEDZA
GEDZA
KRDMB
June 2014
ULKER
ULKER
KNFRT
September 2014
VESBE
VESBE
EGEEN
December 2014
AFYON
AFYON
JANTS
March 2015
KENT
KENT
KENT
June 2015
AFYON
AFYON
GEREL
September 2015
DOGUB
DOGUB
DOGUB
December 2015
EKIZ
EKIZ
PENGD
March 2016
OTKAR
OTKAR
OYLUM
June 2016
CEMAS
EKIZ
SASA
September 2016
KUTPO
KATMR
KUTPO
December 2016
DOKTA
DOKTA
SNPAM
March 2017
AFYON
KENT
DIRIT
June 2017
ALKA
KAPLM
ALKA
September 2017
YATAS
YATAS
YATAS
December 2017
DOKTA
DOKTA
GEREL
March 2018
DOGUB
DOGUB
CEMAS
June 2018
BSOKE
BFREN
GENTS
September 2018
IZMDC
DOGUB
DMSAS
December 2018
NIBAS
NIBAS
NIBAS
MCDM methods may not be compared directly, but with the help of market
response these methods can be compared indirectly, which is a proxy solution in
financial performance studies. The test results of the hypotheses proposed in this
study shows that there is a significant relationship between financial performance
and share return, also MCDM methods and weighting methods produced different
correlation coefficients. Spearman correlation analysis was conducted to test the first
hypothesis which states that there is a significant relationship between financial
performance rankings measured by MCDM and share return rankings. According to
the analysis, the first hypothesis of the study was accepted (H0: RhO = 0, H1: RhO ≠ 0).
In order to test the hypothesis that denotes one MCDM method produces a higher
degree of relationship than the other MCDM method in the base period, the
correlation coefficients produced by the methods were compared. According to the
results, the second hypothesis of the study was accepted (H 0: RhO = 0, H2: RhO ≠ 0).
In order to test the hypothesis that expresses a weighting method produces a higher
degree of relationship than another weighting method in the base period, the
correlation coefficients produced by the methods were compared. According to the
findings, the third hypothesis of the study was also accepted (H 0: RhO = 0, H3: RhO ≠
0).
The choice of MCDM and weighting methods for the decision maker was a
technical problem in itself and considered as a paradox. It can be said that this study
suggests a verifiable practical criterion to overcome this problem, in the given
setting. In other words, this research shows that it is possible to reduce the cost of
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not choosing the best alternative in financial decision making with integrating proxy
solutions into MCDM methods.
4.3. Conclusion
Determining the best alternative in financial performance studies measured by
MCDM is a scientific problem. In order to solve this phenomenon, almost a hundred
MCDM methods have been derived and proposed to the decision makers in general.
Although they have the same purpose, MCDM methods do not always offer the same
best alternative and order. The alternative cost of not choosing the best alternative
can be very high. In this respect, choosing the most suitable MCDM method becomes
a serious concern for the decision maker. Moreover, even if this situation is solved,
which weighting method to use is another technical problem in itself.
The relative capacity of the mathematical foundation of the methods is surely
important in the reliability of the measurements. In addition, it is also vital to be able
to model real life better (Munier, 2006). In this study, the MCDM model which
provides a better relationship between financial performance and stock return is
assumed the most efficient for decision makers. The results showed that some MCDM
models were able to produce explicitly higher Rho coefficients, which leave no room
for coincidence. No MCDM model can produce Rho coefficients that are not available.
Some MCDM models predominantly provide an existing relationship better than
others, and this can imply these methods advantage over others for decision makers,
in the given real-life scenarios. The algorithms, assumptions, threshold values,
preference functions and normalization methods used by MCDMs may be different.
All of these determinants contribute in the difference and significance of the
correlation coefficient.
Thus, the market has shown a tendency to approve PROMETHEE clearly and
strongly than TOPSIS and WSA. PROMETHEE rankings have a lower standard
deviation than other methods, meaning this MCDM method has more consistent and
stable characteristic than TOPSIS and WSA, in terms of financial performance
measurement. On the other hand, according to the analyzes performed under the
same conditions, assuming TOPSIS as a fixed MCDM method, hybrid weigthing
technique produced a stronger relationship than entropy and equal weighting
methods. As for the weighting methods, hybrid method is more effective than
Entropy, which is one of the equal weighting and objective methods. This shows how
important the critical touch of expert opinion is. For the Entropy method, unlike
previous literature, it can be derived that the accuracy of the results increases when
the criteria data for the Entropy method are observed for a longer time period. Based
on these results, PROMETHEE method and hybrid weighting technique is proposed
as a financial performance measurement tool which is focused on shareholder value.
The superiority of MCDM methods to each other is not absolute and the
conditions are important. The number of alternatives, criteria and data types can
affect the results. Different conditions can make different types of MCDM methods
more successful. MCDM methods dont perform randomly, and some methods are
more successful under certain conditions. Therefore, the superiority of MCDM
methods over each other are demonstrated distinctively, from a financial decision
making perspective.
This research is aiming to contribute to the literature over showcasing certain
advantages of different MCDM and weighting methods for financial information
users. In order to accomplish that, an objective and practical comparison procedure
for the comparison of MCDM methods is proposed. This benchmark is different from
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most of the previous work in terms of implementing share return as an external
proxy. Users of financial information, business owners, company managers,
suppliers, investors, shareholders and creditors desire to learn more about the actual
performance of the company in order to make an accurate financial decision.
Ultimately, it is an important step to find and develop an appropriate benchmark to
choose the optimal company for financial information users. Expanding the
equivalents of this proxy into the other scientific fields may require detailed
research. However, this criterion can be easily recommended for the comparison of
MCDM methods for future financial performance measurement studies.
4.4. Limitations
This study was made on Borsa Istanbul which is an emerging capital market
located in Turkey. The time span of the study is 20 quarterly periods between 20142018 years. Performance measurement system with 7 criteria was applied for 131
companies at Borsa Istanbul Manufacturing Index. The place, time, criteria and
number of companies are the limitations of this study. Research results should be
evaluated under these constraints.
4.5. Suggestions for Future Research
Researchers can use the Rho coefficient proposed in this study to evaluate
efficiency in comparing MCDM and weighting methods in future financial
performance studies. Also, researchers can explain the reason why some MCDM and
weighting methods produce higher Rho coefficients, by concentrating on the
mathematical foundation behind them. In addition, it can be investigated why
MCDMs that can model complex real life have mathematically more simple
background, like binary comparison of PROMETHEE. Finally, if the existence of a
real-life proxy sequence associated with MCDM results in quantitative fields such as
operations research, engineering and informatics can be confirmed, the approach in
this study can be tested on other scientific fields, and thus can be generalized.
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